THE U.S. BATTERY INDUSTRY
Powering $8.1 Trillion in Economic Output

Domestically produced batteries are used by a wide range of industries, households and the government to support day-to-day activities and critical operations. The resulting economic impact is enormous. Within the United States, domestic battery manufacturing contributes trillions of dollars to our economy and supports millions of jobs.

$8.1 Trillion in domestic economic output.

Nearly 20% Batteries enable almost one-fifth of the U.S. economy.

Nearly 48 Million U.S. Jobs are reliant on the battery industry.

$7.1 Billion in net sales for wholesale/retail outlets annually.

$12.2 Billion is spent annually by industries on storage batteries to support day-to-day operations.

$7.5 Billion in annual U.S. government and defense spending.

Essential Energy That Powers Our Economy

Batteries support vital industry sectors, ensuring smooth and secure operations for downstream users of energy storage solutions.

Transcending Borders

U.S. Lead Battery Exports Also Support Canada’s Economic Growth

$578 Million of U.S. lead battery exports are used by Canada.

$1.7 Billion in Canadian economic output supported by U.S. lead battery exports.

Learn more at BatteryCouncil.org